This paper presents an end-to-end massively parallelized procedure for the solution of boundary value problems on Graphics Processing Units (GPU). The proposal is an integrated strategy that not only entails the calculation of nodal contributions, and the stiffness matrix assembly using the Meshless Local Petrov Galerkin Method (MLPG) but also the iterative solution of the system of algebraic equations in combination with methods from the Conjugate Gradient (CG) family. This end-to-end solution is fully developed using the Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA) platform without the need for extra data movement between the device and host after the matrix assembly. This is possible thanks to the parallel nature of the MLPG; each node designates a thread on the device. The introduced solution is wholly executed in the GPU, with minimal auxiliary structures or global synchronization points. The proposed approach was applied to the solution of a simple electromagnetic problem, and a sevenfold speedup was observed.
I. INTRODUCTION
The finite-element method (FEM) [1] and the finitedifference method (FDM) [2] are widely used to solve boundary value problems. These methods depend on a grid or a mesh composed of elements with defined geometry (such as squares or triangles). From it, the local approximation functions and their derivatives are constructed to solve partial differential equations (PDEs). The elements shape affect directly the approximation quality, which requires an additional refinement stage to ensure the accuracy of the results. Another important issue related to the use of these methods is the cases where the problem domain presents deformations over time, demanding new refinement at each time step [3] .
As an alternative, meshless methods work with the problem domain discretized by a set (or cloud) of scattered nodes, so that the algebraic equations system is established without a mesh [4] - [8] . From the domain and boundary representation viewpoint, this is the simplest way to guarantee coverage, and it is less susceptible to eventual deformations.
Meshless methods have clear benefits for specific engineering problems, especially those for which the mesh The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Huanqing Wang. quality cannot be guaranteed. However, the lack of connectivity information introduces difficulties for such methods. It requires that the scattered points ensure the representativeness of the entire domain and the need for a data structure describing the neighborhood of each node [4] . Another problem is related to the computational cost, typically higher if compared to methods with mesh support [9] , [10] .
To make more attractive also in performance terms, an alternative is the use of high-performance scientific computing techniques, such as GPUs, which have thousands of independent processing units [11] - [16] .
For meshless methods there are already partial solutions to the shape functions construction, numerical integration, interdependence relation among nodes, and application of boundary conditions [17] , [18] . However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no meshless implementation that addresses the end-to-end problem, equivalent to the finiteelement method Element per Element -EbE-FEM [19] , [20] . The most significant complication is that, in addition to calculating the node's contributions, it is also necessary to solve the equations system before it is entirely formed in memory.
The GPUs using for high-performance scientific processing is becoming widely popular due to the high computational power and memory bandwidth of the devices, coupled VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ with the availability of high-level programming languages [11] , [13] . Among these languages, CUDA excels, which can be considered as an entire computing platform for C, C++, and Fortran on the GPU [21] . One of the factors that contribute to CUDA's popularity is the possibility to run part of the application on CPU while another part runs asynchronously on the GPU. This is interesting when there is a source code already implemented with a performance bottleneck on a specific region. Thus, this part can be rewritten to take advantage of the device parallel processing capacity.
Also, there are a large number of available libraries that implement the operations that make up scientific problem solutions, such as matrix operations. Two of these libraries are particularly important in this work: cuBLAS [22] and cuSPARSE [23] , which implement linear algebra operations on vectors and dense or sparse matrices.
An alternative, equivalent to the proposal for the EbE-FEM [19] , [20] but applied to meshless methods, is to work with the individual node's contributions without building the system integrally. In the Meshless Local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) method [24] this is possible due to the property that each node subdomain can be integrated independently of the others [4] , [17] , [25] . By analyzing the formulation of the method at a high level, the solution can be divided into the following main stages: 1) Problem geometry generation, node distribution, and quadrature domains generation; 2) Linear matrix assembly system through the local weak form evaluation in each subdomain; 3) Resulting linear equations system solution; 4) The results computation at interest points. The objective of this work is to present an end-to-end GPU solution, which encompasses the problem discretization (stage 1), the global stiffness matrix assembly (stage 2), and the solution of the linear system (stage 3). To evaluate the solution viability and performance metrics, the two plates capacitor problem was used ( Fig. 1a ). Despite the problem simplicity, the algorithms are the same as used for complex problems. The presented results, regarding solutions on each stage and its impact on speedup, are observed regardless of the addressed problem. Also, it should be emphasized that the speedup increases as the number of nodes increases. So, in real applications, with a very large number of nodes, it should be expected even better results.
The most important contribution is the CUDA MLPG node-by-node solution, which takes full advantage of the GPU's Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture. Since their initial computations, the integrated steps are computed exclusively on the device, to avoid any costs related to data movement. The proposed solution uses the substantially parallel nature of MLPG, maintaining each cloud node on one thread in the device. In this way, it is necessary to build a minimal auxiliary structure and few sync points.
Variations of the solution are tested to evaluate the effective impact in GPU, supporting more accurate decisions. Among what is tested are the initial positioning of the nodes on the domain, the MLPG shape functions techniques and several different solvers of the Conjugated Gradient family.
The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the MLPG method is presented using the nodes cloud whose neighborhood is preprocessed according to the solution described in section III. The parallel integrated solver implementation is presented in section IV, along with details of data structures and adaptations of the solution for processing in the device. Finally, the obtained results are presented in section V and conclusions in section VI.
II. MESHLESS LOCAL PETROV-GALERKIN METHOD
The Meshless Local Petrov-Galerkin, MLPG, is a meshless method that uses a Petrov-Galerkin approach to discretize the problem weak form and has a local formulation. This property makes it a genuinely meshless method [3] , [8] , [24] .
The domain discretization ( Fig. 1a ) in an MLPG problem, as well as in the other meshless methods, is made by the nodes cloud arranged in its interior and along its boundary ( Fig. 1b) . Each distributed node i on the domain has its subdomain, i q , that can have any size or geometric shape ( Fig. 2 ). However, for simplicity, forms such as squares, rectangles, circles and ellipses for the two-dimensional case, and spheres, ellipsoids and parallelepipeds for the threedimensional problems are used (Fig. 2 ). The subdomains can superpose each other, and the only constraint is that the entire global domain would be covered by the subdomains union [6] , [9] .
The method has an essential feature for this work, which is to permit the choice of the shape functions independently of the test functions. This property allows that the weak form is local, then confined to a small subdomain around each node.
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBLEMS MODELING
The electromagnetic problems, as well as the example used in this work, are described mathematically through Maxwell's equations, the constitutive relations of the domain materials and the boundary conditions [26] .
The two-dimensional representation results in a differential equation that can be generalized as a scalar function u : → R which satisfies:
where k is the electrical permittivity (C 2 /Nm 2 ), u is the electrical potential (V ), f is the charge density (C/m 3 ), u is the Dirichlet boundary, t is the Neumann boundary condition, t is the Neumann boundary.
B. THE LOCAL WEAK FORM
For each node subdomain, i q , the problem is rewritten using the weighted residues method:
where W i is the test function associated with the i node. Usually, functions with compact support are used as test functions, which means that they are nonzero in a limited region, canceling out of that region. Thus, the integral is to be calculated in a restricted area, where the test function is nonzero. Also, to simplify the implementation, the test function support usually matches the node subdomain. From the Eq. 4, the local weak form for the node i can be obtained [17] :
where i q is the boundary of the i q subdomain. Thus, i q is the union of the inner boundaries ( i qi ) of the i q subdomain and the intersection between the subdomain boundary and the global boundary ( i qu ∪ i qt ). The weak form is evaluated in the local quadrature domain ( i q ) and can be independently computed for each domain node. This characteristic is essential for this work purpose. The shape functions used to approximate can be evaluated by several methods, among them [27] :
• Moving Least Squares -MLS; • Point Interpolation Method using radial basis functions and first-order polynomials -RPIMp. MLS is considered one of the best schemes to accurately approximate data. A feature of this method is that the shape functions do not have the Kronecker delta property. As a consequence, the essential boundary conditions cannot be directly imposed, and a penalty term is added to the weak form [4] , as shown in subsection II-D.
Besides this limitation in the MLS implementation, it is necessary to find the nodes within the support domain of a subdomain. The weight function used in the method determines the node's influence domain size. Thus, the support domain is formed by nodes whose influence domain includes the integration domain or the subdomain. In Fig. 3a , for example, the nodes P 1 and P 2 are in the support domain, but the P 3 node is not.
Compared to MLS, RPIMp has a significant advantage, as shown in subsection II-D: it does not require any additional method to impose the essential boundary conditions since it has the Kronecker delta property [28] . However, if the method uses only radial-based functions, it does not approximate linear functions consistently. Therefore, to ensure consistency, a linear polynomial is added to the method basis [29] .
The search of nodes in the support domain is more natural in the RPIMp method compared to the MLS. In RPIMp, the support domain is formed by an arbitrary number of nodes chosen in the subdomain neighborhoods ( Fig. 3b ). At first, a box (called level 1, with radius R 1 ) is taken around the central node, and the nodes within this box are considered to represent the support domain. If there are not enough nodes within this level 1 box, the box will be increased (level 2, for example, with radius R 2 ) to include more nodes. This increment happens until the predetermined number of nodes is reached. The number of nodes within the support domain is a method parameter.
C. DISCRETIZATION PROCESS
For the weak form discretization, the function u given by Eq. 5 is approximated by u h :
in which φ j is the shape function, u j are the nodal values, and n is the number of nodes distributed over the domain [9] . One has, therefore:
or, in matrix form:
in which K is an n × n matrix and F is a vector n × 1. The element (i, j) of the matrix K is represented by K ij and the i-th position of F is represented by F i . Then, K ij and F i are defined as:
D. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS IMPOSITION
If the shape functions have the Kronecker delta property (like the RPIM or RPIMp), the Dirichlet boundary imposition condition is direct, that is, the values already known at the u boundary can be directly imposed on the vector F [9] , [17] , [25] . Thus, the system order is equal to the unknown number of nodes, that is, the total number of nodes minus the number of nodes in u and a new term is added to the Eq. 10 right side, resulting in:
where m is the number of nodes in u and g j is the known value of u at the node j at u . However, for shape functions that do not have the Kronecker delta property, such as the MLS functions, penalty methods can be used to force the boundary conditions [4] . The method consists of forcing the solution value at the Dirichlet border to the known values, that is, u = g in u . A penalty value α is chosen, and a penalty term is added to the local residual form (Eq. 4), generating:
Developing the equations with the new term, the terms K ij and F i are defined as:
In this way, the Dirichlet boundary nodes are part of the matrix system, which raises the computational solution cost. Also, the α parameter introduces high values in the matrix, worsening its condition number and directly affecting the solver subsequently used. For this reason, the α parameter should be chosen to minimize these effects, but this is not always a simple task.
E. TEST FUNCTIONS
For test functions, regardless of the shape functions choice, [24] presents six suggestions that produce the MLPG variations ( Table 1 ). These MLPG test functions have the characteristic of going to zero within a certain distance, which associated with the shape functions compact support gives the local characteristic of the method. The MLPG5 is particularly interesting because the Heaviside step function is defined as being constant and equal to 1 within i q , and zero outside it, that is:
Choosing this test function, the Eq. 13 and 14 are simplified, since ∇W = 0. In this way, using the penalty method, equations 16 and 17 are obtained:
and, when the shape function has the Kronecker delta property, equations 18 and 19 are obtained:
In MLPG, the stiffness matrix is computed node-by-node independently, which means in practice that each node can be in charge of a thread itself ( Fig. 4 ) [30] , [31] . All the equations system assembling process can be done in parallel. The number of threads execution is precisely the number of subdomains or the number of local weak forms evaluations. The first task is to find the local node support domain, made by scanning the node neighborhood. In sequence, the nodes coordinates in the support domain are obtained. To evaluate the matrix contributions (Eq. 16 and 17 or Eq. 18 and 19), the subdomain boundary ( i qu ∪ i qi ) is determined. Numerical integration by the Gauss method is performed on it, and so the integration points should be determined. In these points, the φ and dφ/dn values are evaluated; that is, the shape function value and their normal directional derivative at the integration points are calculated.
The weak form is then evaluated, according to the adopted shape function, and the numerical integrations are performed. The MLPG has a particularity that makes it interesting for parallelization: each node contribution to the system assembly happens in a single line of the stiffness matrix [24] . This property is essential for this work and will be explored in the stiffness matrix solution stage since all the step results are stored in the thread's local memory. The subsequent consolidation dispenses atomic operations. Another important information is that the data computed up to then, in whole or in part, will remain unchanged throughout the solver phase due to the characteristics of the used methods.
At the end of node contributions processing, the system solution stages with the referenced completed line could be started. However, due to the SIMD (Single Program Multiple Data) GPU architecture, the most recommended is to wait for the n nodes processing and then start executing new instructions. It is not, however, a bottleneck, since the n nodes are being processed concurrently and tend to finish the stage at the same time.
III. NODE NEIGHBORHOOD INFORMATION
In the mesh-based methods, such as FEM and FDM, meshes are used as the solution basis, defining the dependence and connectivity relationship among the nodes [9] .
In meshless methods, the neighborhood information among nodes is constructed considering the proximity among them. This is necessary when the RPIM is used, to determine the support domain nodes, or when the MLS is used, to determine the support domain nodes of a subdomain (section II-B). In this work, it is supposed that the neighborhood regions are circular and always contains a fixed number of nodes, k, as shown in Fig. 5 . In this way, the neighborhood determination can be reduced to the well-known problem of k-nearest neighbors (knn).
A simple way to determine the k nodes belonging to each node neighborhood region would be to compute its distance to all nodes in the domain -the solution is called ''brute force'' (BF). However, this algorithm is very costly from a computational viewpoint, in order of O(n 2 ), where n is the number of nodes. Thus, many of the methods proposed to optimize the knn, focus on the reduction of the computed distance, using data structures such as binary trees. The approach in this work offers a simplified grid structure combined with the high GPUs parallelism power, obtaining a more efficient solution [32] .
The grid structure is nothing more than a domain division into regular cells, such as squares. Once this structure is created and the nodes are distributed over the cells, the nearest neighbors search is done only in the cells around the query node. Thus is reduced the computational cost of crossing the entire domain, as can be seen in Fig. 6 . The algorithm follows the enumerated stages below: 1) Create a grid that decomposes the region containing the nodes or interest points; 2) Distribute the nodes and then record their locations; 3) Do the local search in adjacent cells within the grid to find the k-nearest neighbors nodes of a specific node; 4) Repeat the previous stage for all nodes. Each of these stages is parallelized in the GPU. A thread can be launched for each node at the grid. The same can be done in the k-neighbors search stage. The algorithm output data structure contains the k-nearest neighbor coordinates of each cloud node, and the radius defined from the distance of this node to its k-neighbor.
To allow the results honestly comparison, the brute force solution (knn-BF) implemented in the CPU and GPU version is maintained, in addition to the optimized knn-grid version in GPU. The results are shown separately in section V.
IV. SOLVER
The linear matrix system resulting from the MLPG is unsymmetric and indefinite, which reduces the number of methods that can be used to solve it [33] - [35] . Also, the matrix conditioning can be poor especially when using the penalty method because it introduces high-value elements [9] . Therefore, iterative methods based on Krylov subspaces to find the linear equation system solution approximation (Ax = b, A ∈ R n×n and x, b ∈ R n ) can be used to calculate the approximate nodal values u of the matrix form Ku = F (Eq. 8) result of the discretization process. This choice is due to the following properties:
• They present a structure of efficient memory storage, storing only nonzero elements (a small part of the total elements);
• Auto correct if an error is committed, and also for reducing the rounding errors that eventually appear in exact methods;
• Do not change the original coefficient matrix structure, A. In the iterations course, an approximate result increasingly closer is generated:
where i = [1, 2, · · · ] is the iteration counter, x 0 is any initial result (usually a zero vector), r 0 is the initial residual given by r 0 = b − Ax 0 and K i (r 0 , A) is the nth Krylov subspace with respect to r 0 and A [36] . The Classical Biconjugate Gradient Method (BICG) [34] , Classical Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method (BICG-Stab) [37] , Conjugate Gradient Squared Method (CGS) [38] and Improved Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method (I-BICG-Stab) [39] , [40] are used in this work. They present good results in the solution of the equations system with the observed characteristics of the MLPG global stiffness matrix. These solvers can be decomposed into the following linear algebra operations: variables initialization, inner products, vector updates, and matrix-vector multiplications. These operations have properties that can be exploited when aiming at the end-to-end solution parallelization without the clear separation of equation system assembly and solution stages.
A. LINEAR ALGEBRA OPERATIONS
The essential solver's algebraic operations have an optimized implementation for use with CUDA utilizing the libraries cuBLAS [22] and cuSPARSE [23] , the latter specialized in sparse matrices operations. These are trivial operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, which are performed simultaneously in all positions i = [1, · · · , n] of the input data structures.
Vector updates or vector-vector operations are perfectly parallelizable, and matrix-vector multiplications can be implemented with communication among only nearby processors. However, some operations like inner products need data accumulation from several processing units in a single iteration [11] , [41] . Then, they can not be implemented efficiently by parallel operations due to the need for global communication. In practice, this demands synchronization and generates a bottleneck in the solution process, which needs to be avoided. Fig. 7 shows the portion of the computational effort employed in each of the most critical operations in a single solvers iteration. These operations are then explained.
1) DOT PRODUCT
This function computes the vectors dot product x and y, by operation
. For this task the cublas<t>dot() implementation available at the cuBLAS is used. This is, therefore, the operation that generates a greater bottleneck since it needs data consolidation, which implies the need for synchronization. These are the operations that need to be avoided.
2) AXPY
This function multiplies the vector x by the scalar α and adds it to the vector y overwriting the latest vector with the result. Hence, the performed operation is y
The cublas<t>axpy(), available at the cuBLAS, is used. It is capable of performing the vector multiplication operation by a constant at the same time that it realizes the sum of it with another vector. The absence of one of the two actions does not imply a reduction or increment in the total computational cost, but the joint use is quite common.
3) SCAL
It is the multiplication of a vector y by a scalar α, by operation
The cublas<t>scal(), also available at the cuBLAS, is used.
4) Ax
This function performs the matrix-vector operation y = α × op(A) × x + β × y. It is typically the operation with the highest computational cost ( Fig. 7) and, due to the input matrix sparse nature (A), has its own optimized data structure discussed below. The cusparse<t>csrmv(), available at the cuSPARSE, is used. It allows the use of the A matrix both in its original form and its transpose, A T .
5) EUCLIDEAN NORM
This function computes the vector Euclidean norm x and is used to verify the methods convergence. The code uses a multiphase accumulation model to avoid intermediate underflow and overflow, with the result being equivalent to
This is the computationally optimized implementation of n i=1 x[i], which sums a vector fragment to have, at the end of the operation, a single value referring to the all positions sum.
The mentioned library's functions are executed asynchronously with the host thread and can return control to the application on the host before the result is ready. If it is necessary to ensure that a given function result has been completed and is therefore correct, the synchronization statement should be executed explicitly (cudaDeviceSynchronize()) [42] . This is necessary even if the function returns immediately because the variables that record the results are passed by reference. This is means that their values can continue to be changed even after the return until a synchronization happens. This feature allows library functions to run asynchronously using streams, optimizing device usage while distinct operations are invoked and processed.
B. DATA STRUCTURES
Storing and manipulating a sparse matrix on a computer is common and is necessary to use algorithms and data structures that take advantage of sparsity to reduce the amount of used memory and improve the access speed [33] , [43] . Two characteristics of data structure groups are identified: those that support efficient modifications and those that support efficient matrix operations.
The efficient modifications group includes DOK (Dictionary of keys), LIL (List of lists) and COO (Coordinate list) and is usually used for the matrix construction. Once built, it is usually converted to another format such as CSR (Compressed sparse row) or CSC (Compressed sparse column), which are more efficient for performing matrix operations.
In this work, the COO structures are used during the nodes contribution processing stage and CSR in the solver stage:
COO stores a tuples linked list (row, column, value); CSR is based on the fact that the line index information is compressed relative to the COO format. Non null matrix values are stored one by one in a vector (valueArray), from first to last, preserving the order. A second vector (columIndexArray) contains the columns indexes where each non-null value appears, and a third vector (rowPointerArray) contains the position in the first or second vector where each new line begins. The COO use is justified by allowing random access to the resulting matrix positions. Is this an essential requirement considering that each cloud node, processed in parallel, generates contributions to a single matrix line. After this stage some compression is possible, which is performed on the vector that stores the line coordinates through the cusparseXcoo2csr() function of the cuSPARSE library [23] . Because it is a manipulation of only one vector performed only once, such conversion is justified.
C. STARTUP STAGE
The solvers supporting structures are created and initialized in this stage. For the MLPG, only two of the structures already exist the stiffness matrix, A, and the RHS vector, b. The vector r is created and receives the initial residual values given by r 0 = b − Ax 0 . The solution vector, x, can also be created, but it is usually initialized to zero and updated over iterations. Other structures are unique to the used solver, all created and initialized in the device memory space before the iterative stage begins, without any host participation.
Another critical task that happens at startup is optimizing the sparse matrix A, originally COO, and converted to CSR format. This conversion is possible only at this time since it would be costly to maintain space optimization at the matrix composition stage. That's a critical task applied only on the vector that identifies the matrix line indices (the sparse matrix is represented by three vectors, containing the line, column and value of each nonzero position of A). It has low computational cost, and it is justifiable because it contributes to reducing the cost of recurring operations that use A.
D. PRECONDITIONER
Tests are performed with two preconditioners with an attempt to accelerate the solver convergence. Such preconditioners are applied to BiCG [34] , CGS [38] and BiCG-Stab [37] (session IV-E). Initially, Incomplete-LU factorization (csrilu0() function), available at the cuSparse library, is used as a preconditioner. It is verified that this preconditioner is susceptible to matrix size regardless of its condition number, which makes it impractical to compose a solver for large equation systems.
Another strategy is the diagonal scaling (Jacobi preconditioner [36] , [44] , [45] ). This preconditioning technique is easy to implement and parallelize, making it attractive for use on GPUs [12] , [20] , [46] . Due to the diagonal dominance absence and the huge MLPG-MLS matrix condition numbers and even larger in the MLPG-RPIMp matrix, the preconditioner use proved to be inefficient.
The impact of the preconditioner use is insignificant or negative in the solver stage, as shown in Fig. 8 . In the figure example, the BICG-Stab (session IV-E.3) choice is arbitrary, but the preconditioner impact is also observed in the other solvers.
Based on these preliminary results, a preconditioner is not used in this work, because:
1) The convergence without preconditioner is satisfactory for the test cases when compared with the convergence using a preconditioner; 2) The solution without preconditioner has more successful convergence range, converging to a solution when the preconditioned solution did not; 3) The data structure remains in the same format and location computed by the MLPG; 4) The no preconditioned solution allows, as initially proposed, the iterative method to be processed immediately after the stiffness matrix assembly. No need for an additional synchronization point or any data movement.
E. ITERATIVE STEP
Any Krylov space-based method computation is divided into the algebra operations listed in session IV-A. These are typically suitable for implementation in parallel vector and shared memory [12] , [13] , [47] . But for parallel distributed memory environments such as GPUs, matrix and vectors are distributed by processors, and specific algorithms must ensure efficiency. Global communication should be avoided, possibly delayed. This is the case, for example, with internal product calculations (session IV-A.1). The other operations can be implemented without communication among the processors or, when a sparse matrix is involved, only with communication among nearby processors. The communication cost becomes more critical when the parallel processor's number or the linear equations system size is increased. It may happen because the implemented parallelism affects the algorithm scalability in a negative way [35] , [39] , [40] .
The decision by a solver is a difficult task, especially when the solution convergence is expected independent of the equation system to be solved. This is because nodes cloud rearrangement may result in a different linear equations system whose convergence process presents another behavior, even though the physical problem and the total number of nodes remain equal. At the same time, to maintain the solution entirely in GPU, the CPU independence is the first property to be considered in each linear algebra operation executed. The same goes for the operations set that comprises an iteration.
For this reason, the most critical factor for the analysis is the need for synchronization points in the iteration, concern of the I-BICG-Stab algorithm [35] , [39] , [40] chosen to be one of the tested solvers in this work. Fig. 9 shows the number of overall synchronization points for each solver, as well as the number of required auxiliary structures. The fewer synchronization points, the more suited to the distributed memory architecture is the solver, and the less auxiliary structures, the less extra memory is required in the device. 
1) BiCG
The Biconjugate Gradient Method -BiCG (Alg. 1) [34] is the Conjugated Gradients Method (CG) evolution to extend the linear system solving scope. It replaces the orthogonal residual sequence of the original method by two mutually orthogonal sequences, making it capable of solving unsymmetric systems. 
However, BiCG and its derivations are not based on optimization theory but instead on Lanczos theory, meaning that residual minimization (or convergence to the solution) is not guaranteed [34] . Despite this, it proved to be effective even in its original form for the problem treated in this work besides being the basis of the other chosen solvers.
The BiCG iterations are necessarily sequential since all values used by any i iteration are computed by the i − 1 iteration, ∀i = 0. However, within each iteration, there exist completely independent operations that can be performed concurrently. Even in the same operation, the parallelism can be explored by operating the matrix lines or vector positions independently. It is from these operations that the concurrent device approaches are created so that CPU intervention is not necessary until the convergence is achieved.
2) CGS
In BiCG, the residual vector can be considered the product of i-th degree polynomial in A, that is, r (i) = P i (A)r (i−1) . If it is true that P i (A) reduces r (i) , it is also true that applying the procedure twice reduces further, contributing to faster convergence.
The iteration coefficients can still be recovered from these vectors, and it turns out to be easy to find the corresponding approximations for the result. This approach is the Conjugate Gradient Squared Method -CGS (Alg. 2) [38] .
Theoretically, despite the equivalent number of operations per iteration, CGS is twice as fast as BiCG. This is due to the double application of the ''contraction'' operator: updating u i (Alg. 2, line 9) and then updatingũ i (Alg. 2, line 15). However, there is no guarantee that this operation, even reducing the initial residual r 0 , continues to have a positive effect on the solution every other time it is performed. This is evidenced by the highly irregular convergence behavior of the CGS, especially if the first solution (x 0 ) is close to the desired solution.
3) BiCG-Stab
The Classical Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method -BiCG-Stab (Alg. 3) [37] is developed to solve unsymmetric linear systems while avoiding specific irregular convergence patterns of CGS [37] . This solver is a BiCG variant and has faster and smoother convergence than the original as well as other options such as the CGS.
4) I-BICG-Stab
The Improved Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method -I-BiCG-Stab (Alg. 4) [39] , [40] is a BiCG-Stab refactoring, rearranged to meet the recommendations for execution in GPU without any loss in numerical stability.
The primary reorganization purpose is to allow all inner products, which typically require synchronization points, to be grouped and, after computing all of them, perform the synchronization once within the iteration. As multiple inner product operations over different vectors are required, 
Algorithm 3 The Classical Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method -BICG-Stab
Input: A, b
Output: x
x i is accurate enought then (STOP); 15 r i = s i − ω i t i 16 end for the required communication time can be efficiently overlapped with the vector updates computational time. There-fore, the global communication cost on parallel distributed memory computers can be significantly reduced, but no gain is perceived in sequential hardware. Moreover, with similar BLAS (Basic Linear Algebra Subprograms) grouping operations in different data structures, the full operation parallelizing is possible. For example, the calculation of the internal products of lines 19-24 can all be computed in parallel, while also parallelizing the vectors elements processing involved in each inner product. Equivalently to the example, one can parallelize the vector update operations of lines 16-17 and 27-28. The algorithm uses vector updates to allow parallelism (which can be done in parallel), but without requiring new data structures ( Fig. 9 ) or any communication. The amount of synchronization points, however, has been reduced from 4 to only 1 within each iteration. The most important premise to understand the results is that the entire solution is computed only in GPU. Also, no conversion or unnecessary data transfer is performed. In a method based solely on nodes (as it happens in meshless methods), the direct and indirect data related to the node need to be kept in the same form and physical location in the memory during the entire process.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

All
However, for reference and performance evaluation purposes, the more essential algorithms are also implemented in the sequential version for single-threaded CPU execution. In all test cases whose interest value measured could show some variation, the same test case is performed three times to obtain the arithmetic mean. The comparative results are presented below.
A. NODES CLOUD GENERATION
The first challenge is the nodes cloud generation. It is supposed that the cloud does not exist previously. Then, only the problem domain is provided, and the generation, possible refinement, and neighborhood relation should also be processed.
The domain nodes distributing stage and even adjusting their coordinates to ensure better coverage are typical O(n) (n is the number of nodes). However, the neighborhood definition in a brute-force algorithm would have O(n 2 ) cost in its Algorithm 4 The Improved Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method -I-BICG-Stab [39] Input: A, b
Output:
x i is accurate enought then (STOP); 30 u i = Ar i 31 end for sequential version. Also, it requires shared memory to access the coordinates of all other nodes from each node in the cloud. If the k-nearest neighbor (knn) algorithm using regular cells domain division (grid), as shown in section III, is used. The search space is small, and the task can be performed with a computational cost close to linear.
The knn algorithm choice to be adopted is purely a matter of performance since the stage result is the same. Subsection V-E discusses this issues in detail.
B. DISPLACEMENT OF COORDINATES
An analysis that has been performed is on the different node arrangements impact on the solution when the number of nodes is maintained. A random shift (perturbation) on the coordinates of the nodes is introduced to evaluate how the solver is affected by nonuniform nodes clouds. The perturbation maximum is parametrized by a percentage of the distance among two neighboring nodes of the uniform distribution.
For example, when there is a perturbation of 50% in a cloud with a mean distance among nodes of 10 un (measure units), an imaginary radius circle 5 un (50% of 10 un) on the node original coordinate is created. In this circle domain, the new coordinate for the node in question is randomly chosen, making sure there is no overlap among neighboring nodes. The same is done for the contour nodes but ensuring that the displacement happens by keeping it on edge. Fig. 10 shows three-domain fragments with different values assigned to the maximum shift, but without changing the total number of nodes.
The stiffness matrix resulting from the same nodes cloud and varying the perturbation degree is analyzed for its condition number (Fig. 11) , and also the number of solver iterations to converge (Fig. 12) . The impact of the perturbation growth is perceptible, requiring more iterations of the solver for convergence. But it does not change the condition number magnitude and, consequently, the set of solvers able to solve the system is maintained. Note that the CGS does not appear in the graphic as it failed to converge for the tested cases.
C. STIFFNESS MATRIX COMPUTATION
The MLPG computation has an important property for execution in a parallel processing environment and distributed memory, which is to allow computation from one node per thread without any communication among them [9] . Furthermore, the resulting values of this computation concern a single line of the global stiffness matrix and affect small values set in the RHS vector. These properties have two implications: 1) The resulting computation data, which is a row of the resulting sparse matrix and the corresponding value in the RHS vector, is maintained in the same data structure that will be used in solver; 2) Each node can be computed in one GPU core. There is then a trivially parallel process that, despite having more elaborate calculations when compared to FEM, has better properties for this environment type. This is due to no need for coloring or any race condition treatment (atomic operations).
The algorithm speedup is higher, and it has computational cost linearly proportional to the number of nodes of the input cloud. This behavior is due to the low computational cost of the operations by nodes, which makes the overhead of the threads creations more expressive. This behavior is reflected in linear growth in the graph shown in Fig. 13 . The number of nodes in the support domain impact in the resulting equations system can also be analyzed. In MLPG-RPIMp, the node support domain is of trivial definition and refers to the n-nodes closest to the analyzed node (Euclidean distance). In MLPG-MLS this definition is more judicious, where the set of n-nodes closest are selected so that their respective influence domains are analyzed (from their influence radius). Only then, it is decided its inclusion or not in the subset of nodes that influence the analyzed node.
The impact of the support domain growth in the matrix condition number is perceptible (Fig. 14) , but not of significant magnitude or so that a behavior can be defined. An equivalent analysis is done in Fig. 15 , where the matrix condition number as a function of the number of nodes is shown. The matrix condition number increases with the number of nodes, but its value tends to stabilize for a higher number of nodes. 
D. SOLVER
Four solvers among those most used in the literature and that better converged to the MLPG problem solution are implemented. It is important to emphasize that none of them can solve all the cases, making it necessary to change MLPG parameters to guarantee convergence. All solvers algorithms have been recreated using parallel computing and take advantage of the data structures format and its location in the device memory, allocated in previous steps. Apart from the hardware difference, the algorithms are different due to the way the data is represented in each environment. However, it does not exist a significant difference in terms of the number of iterations required for convergence in the CPU and the same versions of the GPU algorithm.
The implemented solvers are computationally similar and have the same base instructions (session IV-A), but the small differences cause slightly different behaviors.
The evolution of computational cost per iteration as the number of cloud nodes increases is similar in all selected solvers ( Fig. 16 ). This is expected since the set of internal operations is identical. In this analysis, the variation between the best (BICG-Stab) and the worst (I-BICG-Stab) is about 20% of the total measured time, and such difference concerns the internal operations of each solver. However, it is a metric that alone is inconclusive, especially when it shows so little variation among solutions.
The second analysis concerns the number of iterations until the convergence to a solution is reached (Fig. 17 ). As already discussed in subsection IV-E.2, CGS only converges for a small number of cloud nodes, and it is not a viable solution for the problems at hand.
The other solvers were capable of solving all the submitted case tests, but the BICG stands out as a solution that converges about 3× faster than the others, BICG-Stab and I-BICG-Stab, these latter with very similar results.
The total time for each solver to converge is shown in Fig. 18 . Considering the time similarity per iteration, the stands out remains with the solver that required fewer iterations, BICG, which converged to the result about 3× faster than the others.
The I-BICG-Stab, based on BICG-Stab, is very similar to its reference as for the number of iterations to convergence, which was expected since they performed the same tasks set. But because its iteration time is a little superior, the total time to reach the solution, consequently, is also higher. The difference between them, regarding implementation, is that the I-BICG-Stab chooses to reduce synchronization points in the device to the detriment of the number of internal operations. The expectation was that in this way, the parallelism would be more efficient, and the final time would be lower, which could not be verified in practice.
Undoubtedly the BICG had the final best results. However, considering the substantially parallel and distributed memory environment that is this work subject, the I-BICG-Stab is an interesting solver as it has efficacy and memory consumption equivalent to other tested methods, and the same time requires fewer threads synchronization points in its CUDA kernel. It means less overhead and less waiting time in threads computing, intensifying hardware use in nobler solver operations. 
E. SPEEDUP ANALYSIS
The solution performance analysis and the speedup are presented in two ways: individually for each stage and then evaluating the full solution. In all cases, the comparison among equivalent algorithms for sequential execution in a single thread in CPU (in blue) and sequential execution with many threads for GPU (in red) will always be present.
The first stage concerns the nodes distribution and neighborhood definition (k-nearest neighbors, knn), which are important for the MLPG support domain creation. Three algorithms are tested (session III): ''brute force'' for CPU (CPU knn-BF), ''brute force'' for GPU (GPU knn-BF) and an optimized solution for GPU using grid (GPU knn-Grid). The number of neighbors to be found is set to 20 for coherent comparison, and the results are shown in Fig. 19 .
As expected from a O(n 2 ) algorithm, the CPU knn-BF processing time growth is much more sensitive to increasing the number of nodes than the others. An adapted implementation for GPU equivalent to it, which is called GPU knn-BF, is presented in the graphs so that all algorithms have the same implementation compared on both platforms. The GPU version processing time is also sensitive to the number of nodes growth but on a much smaller scale. For this particular stage, a solution created to exploit GPU parallelism, GPU knn-Grid, is evaluated, which has almost insensitive behavior to the number of nodes growth. A change in the behavior of the GPU knn-Grid curve (in Fig. 19) is only expected when the number of cells in the grid exceeds the number of threads in the GPU. However, due to the used hardware, the impact could not even be demonstrated.
The next stage is to compute the contribution of the node to the system matrix (global stiffness matrix assembly). Two shape functions, MLS and RPIMp, implemented similarly in CPU and GPU, are analyzed. The results are shown in Fig. 20 .
It is important to note that the algorithms have quite linear behavior on both platforms. However, the curve slope in GPU is much less accentuated, being almost insensitive to the growth in the number of nodes. This is because each node is treated in a GPU thread. Another issue to consider is that the behavior of these curves is independent of the problem being solved, being influenced exclusively by the number of cloud nodes and the support domain. The next stage, shown in Fig. 21 , is the solver. To understand the results shown is important to know that the measured time is the execution of one iteration of each method. Thus, it is possible to evaluate the growth impact of the number of nodes independent of the condition number of equations system to be solved.
An important fact is that, due to the system high condition number, some instances of the problem did not converge to the solution mainly when MLPG-RPIMp is used. Nonconvergence is due to the characteristic of all Krylov spacebased solvers: accumulate error among the iterations.
The four implemented solvers are analyzed individually in two versions, for CPU and GPU, but performing the same set and instructions sequence (Fig. 21) . That is, what affects the graphs curves behavior is how the base operations are implemented in each architecture (session IV-A). An important note is that up to approximately 10.000 nodes in the cloud, CPU versions are more efficient. This is expected because the initialization stages of the algorithm are computationally more costly in GPU and are only justified in problems that require a high computational cost. After that, the solver version implemented in GPU processing time is much less sensitive to the growth in the number of cloud nodes.
The evolution of the percentage time spent in each step of the complete solution in the CPU versus GPU is analyzed in Fig. 22 , and the time spent in total processing is analyzed in Fig. 23 . The set knn-BF, MLPG-MLS, and I-BICG-Stab are selected due to existing CPU and GPU versions for honest comparison. In these graphics, as expected using a brute force (BF) algorithm, the neighborhood computation step represents approximately 80% of the total processing time. The equations system assembly has a nearly irrelevant percentage, and the solver represents the remainder. The more important information shown is the up to 8.7× speedup achieved by using GPUs computing the same solution set.
Finally, Fig. 24 and Fig. 25 shows the final result of this article, percentage distribution, and time spent for each step of the solution. The knn-grid algorithm for neighbors processing, the MLPG-MLS to compose the global stiffness matrix and two solvers, the Classical Biconjugate Gradient Method (BICG) and Improved Biconjugate Gradient Stabilized Method (I-BICG-Stab), are selected. In these graphics, the total processing time is shown using solution sets executed in GPU. The same neighborhood definition algorithm (knn-Grid, more efficient than BF) and the same equations system assembling are used, allowing better impact visualization of the solver choice. Therefore, it is not appropriate to analyze speedup, but it is possible to see that the solution set with BICG converges to the solution up to 5× faster than with I-BICG-Stab.
VI. CONCLUSION
Meshless methods are an alternative to FEM for solving boundary value problems numerically. These methods are more appealing when the problems of interest have some properties that make the use of high-quality meshes impracticable, i.e., multi-scale features, spatial deformations over time, or three-dimensional domains. However, they have a higher computational cost, and the generated linear system generally has a higher condition number. To make meshless methods more competing, GPU has been used to make the processing timeless sensitive to the number of nodes used in the discretization. In this work, an end-to-end GPU solution is presented, which encompasses the problem discretization, the global stiffness matrix assembly, and the solution of the linear system.
For the domain discretization step, the nodes were first distributed into a regular grid with subsequent relocation to adjust to the domain boundaries and the desired perturbation (whose purpose is to make the distribution less regular). The knn algorithm with a support grid was implemented for the neighborhood definition. This algorithm allowed a concurrent search of closest nodes on a reduced set of nodes in the vicinity of each node. As a result, the processing time became almost insensitive to the number of nodes.
The global stiffness matrix assembly step is performed using the MLPG. This method uses a local formulation for the weak form, allowing considerable independence between subdomains and dismiss the need for an auxiliary grid for integration. Two shape functions have been evaluated, MLS and RPIMp, and the choice between them directly affects the condition number of the equation system solved subsequently. The MLPG-RPIMp, despite having the Kronecker delta property and making it easier to compute the support domain, results in a system of equations that quickly becomes unsolvable using any of the tested solvers. The MLPG-MLS, which requires a special technique to impose the Dirichlet contour conditions (penalties, for example), achieves better solver results due to better conditioning of its global stiffness matrix.
In general, the MLPG is well suitable for GPU computations, since it allows all nodes to be computed concurrently without the need to treat the race condition, common in parallel computing. Each node contributes to a single line of the global stiffness matrix and affects a small group of values in the RHS vector. This property was exploited so that each node was computed by a CUDA thread, parallelly, resulting in a processing time almost insensitive to the number of nodes.
Concerning the resulting linear system solution, the condition number may be seen as the main challenge. The choice of the Conjugated Gradient family of algorithms is due to the ability to converge to a solution while still being suitable for the GPU architecture. BICG, BICG-Stab, CGS, and I-BICG-Stab were tested. The CGS proved to be the least effective, while the others were able to solve the same set of problems. The I-BICG-Stab algorithm has fewer synchronization points, but due to its simplicity, the BICG presented the shortest total processing time. However, in some situations, a large number of iterations were required to achieve convergence.
The GPU solution presented in this work takes full advantage of the GPU's Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) architecture. There are synchronization points, but the structure and location of the data between the steps are preserved, and few atomic actions are required.
As is typical with GPU solution works, the most apparent result is the sevenfold speedup achieved. This value can be even more expressive with the growth in the number of cloud nodes in domain discretization. However, the most significant contribution is the availability of the Meshless Local Petrov-Galerkin (MLPG) end-to-end GPU solution without any intermediation coming from the CPU during the process.
In practice, this means that problems with a large number of nodes, whose CPU computation is inviable due to the number of operations, can be solved with the GPU solution. This is noticeable when analyzing comparative results between the implemented end-to-end solutions for CPU and GPU. The CPU version becomes quickly impractical with the number of nodes, whereas the GPU version presents a much less significant increase in time.
The used total memory, although in different hardware, does not have significant differences between the versions and the response accuracy is the same.
A. FUTURE WORKS
In this work, it is confirmed that GPU can be used to make the meshless methods more efficient. However, the equations systems have higher condition numbers. Future works treating this issue can be pursued in three different paths:
(i) improving the computation of nearest neighbors nodes during the support domain creation; (ii) improving the global stiffness matrix conditioning; (iii) improving the solver to increase its ability to solve illconditioned problems. Acting on item VI-A implies to find ways of locating neighbors even more efficient than the distributed local search presented in this work since it prevails as a step of high computational cost. It becomes even more critical in problems where the nodes cloud pre-processing is not possible. Acting on item VI-A implies improving the shape functions construction so that the resulting equations system can be more easily solved. And acting on item VI-A implies developing solvers or preconditioners for the specific equations system to improve the current convergence capabilities.
Another possibility to extend this work is to exploit a multi-GPU environment, ensuring efficient communication between devices to increase hardware capacity and handle more extensive problems.
